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       Our goal isn't to close Wal-Mart down. It is to make it a better, more
humane company toward its employees and the communities it is in. 
~Robert Greenwald

What I always try to do is make the political personal. 
~Robert Greenwald

People may be surprised at how hard and difficult filmmaking can be,
having the creativity and the technical aspects together is very hard to
do. 
~Robert Greenwald

It appears the Kochs are among the most defensive billionaires,
preferring the comfy confines of their callous and intellectually
dishonest world view. 
~Robert Greenwald

Economic research demonstrates that tax dollars spent in early
childhood development provide extraordinary return on investment-16%
for high quality programs 
~Robert Greenwald

The Occupy movement has drawn attention to how too many in the 1
percent get to play by their own rules while exploiting the 99 percent. 
~Robert Greenwald

Corporate conglomerates run without regulation do not work in the
service of society, and run reckless and unchecked whenever possible. 
~Robert Greenwald

We know that BP cuts safety corners, takes risks, and is unconcerned
about anything other than their own profit. 
~Robert Greenwald
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Ideology has consequences. 
~Robert Greenwald

It makes no sense to spend $6 billion a month to go after 100 Al Qaeda
in Afghanistan. 
~Robert Greenwald
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